Zap N Trap wall sconce

The Zap N Trap utilizes UV technology that peaks at a wavelength of 360nm, this is proven to be effective for attracting flying insects. Once attracted by the light, the insects are drawn onto the glue board and become caught by the adhesive.

Zap N Trap flykillers are all highly efficient, safe and modern in style. There are no polluting or harmful chemicals emitted therefore they are completely safe and harmless to humans and animals. A complete series of Insect Control machines are available depending on the area and coverage that protection is required for.

WARNINGS:

- Check the local voltage before installation.
- The appliance is for indoor use only. The appliance is not suitable for use in barns, stables and similar locations. The appliance is not to be used in locations where flammable vapours or explosive dust is likely to exist. Hang or mount the appliance on a place where children can’t reach. (≥2.0m)
- To avoid electric shock never remove any fixed part of the appliance to make internal adjustment s. If the supply cord, the lamp, the starter (only in UltraControl units) or other part of appliance is damaged, the manufacture, its service agent or similarly qualified persons must replace it in order to avoid a potential hazard.
- Unplug the appliance before cleaning. Be sure to cut off electricity when cleaning and repairing the machine.
- Do not use in flammable and/or explosive areas alike.
- Repair should be carried out by the manufacturer or qualified electricians.
- Make sure local voltage and frequency are suitable for the machine. Ensure earthing connection to prevent damage or danger.

Rated Voltage: AC120V
Rated Frequency: 60Hz

WARRANTY:
All Zap N Trap Insect Killers are backed by a six (6) month replacement warranty.